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Abstract— Since October 17, 2019, Lebanon has 

experienced unprecedented popular protests, demanding the 

departure of the entire political class, accused of being 

gangrened by corruption. Country paralyzed, institutions 

closed for more than two weeks, the eyes are turned to 

universities that have closed their doors but whose community 

(teachers and students) actively participate in the national 

jump. This study explores the use of social media by 

universities in Lebanon during the national revolution using 

social big data technology on Twitter in comparison to the 

national usage of twitter. Important information was collected, 

analyzed and visualized using the R language.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The role and the importance of social media platforms 
rose dramatically the last few years within the realm of 
business, political and public affairs, as well as individuals’ 
everyday lives [10]. Their growing popularity raises 
questions about their role in the deliberative and 
participatory democracies [3].  

Across the world, demonstrators are using social media 
platforms to organize and spread their messages. These 
revolts are usually leaderless like in France, Lebanon and 
Chile, and inspired by hashtags and slogans. These platforms 
are playing an important role in the protests worldwide 
especially when the mainstream media is absent, 
manipulated or restrained. It has become the norm that 
connected eyewitness are the first to report and share what is 
happening on social media. Voluntary citizens reports are 
often used by official news agency as a verified information. 
Users are not only able to get news and information, but they 
also are able to express themselves openly and freely and to 
cover the real scenes to the word. Informing users of the 
ever-shifting security situation, reporting violence and 
human rights violations, requesting reinforcement and 
showing the different angles of the picture are the main 
practical uses of social media platforms. Furthermore, social 
media play an increasingly important role in shaping political 
communication in the US and around the world (e.g., 
[20];[22]). In Lebanon, politicians and parties embrace 
Twitter actively. The number one Lebanese politician with 
the biggest number of followers is the Prime Minister Saad 
Hariri, on Twitter since 5 Oct 2009 with 1.7M followers on 
Dec. 2019, followed by the parliament and leader of Druze 
community, Walid Jumblatt, on Twitter since 26 Oct 2014, 
with 882.9k followers on December 2019.  

On the night of the 17th of October protests erupted in 
Lebanon, triggered by government plan for the 2020 budget, 

to place a new $6-a-month tax on Voice over Internet 
Protocols (VoIP) for those using WhatsApp calls or other 
VoIP apps. This act came on top of a deteriorating economic 
situation and several embarrassing failures by the 
government, including its incompetence in putting out fires 
that scorched the mountains through the country few days 
before the announcement and the panic buying at petroleum 
stations and fears over the banking systems. Across the 
country, the protests gained a lot of popularity and became 
larger. People come out to demand a new secular and 
corruption-free order and took massively to social media to 
express their opinions.  

Long time ago, universities are no longer simply 
dedicated teaching and research institutions; they are now 
more involved in society than before and seen as the engines 
of the knowledge economy [19]. The Lebanese ex-minister 
of Education and the Arts, Charles Malek [12], qualify 
universities as having a dominant influence in the world in 
his book “A Christian Critique of the University” and this 
influence is much bigger than that of the church, the 
government and all other institutions. Since 1972, 
universities are adopting a marketing approach whose 
initiator is Krachenberg [7]. Their usage of social media has 
gradually become institutionalized, resulting in practices that 
have also progressively evolved [17]. In Lebanon, all 
universities have official account on Social networks like 
Facebook, Twitter and the others. Their involvement in 
political and social life is old and recurrent in several 
circumstances. 

The objective of this study is to explore how universities 
in Lebanon used Twitter from the beginning of the protests 
on 17 October till the Independence Day on 22 November 
while the expectations from them are high and the usage of 
twitter by citizens is massive.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents brief overview about social media mining, 
introducing few studies that shed light on the importance of 
Twitter analysis to better understand public opinion and the 
ethical issues related to social big data mining; Section III 
discusses our methodology to collect, analyze and visualize 
data. The experimental results are presented in section IV; In 
section V, we analyze and discuss our findings and we 
conclude the paper in section VI.  

II. LITTERATURE REVIEW 

A. Social Media Mining overview 

Social media Mining has become increasingly a source of 
information for decision making in the context of marketing 



and business (e.g., [4]; [8]) but also for politics, crisis and 
government (e.g., [15]; [20]). It is not surprising to find out 
that a number of studies were conduct in many fields 
including computer science, business, linguistics, data 
science and computational studies to show the potential of 
big data analysis to solve problems [21], more precisely, the 
big data collected from social media, especially twitter 
platform [1]; [22].  

These studies allowed scholars to analyze vast textual 
corpora and networks on a vast scale with very limited 
manual intervention. For example, Tweets were collected 
lately, to analyze public sentiments about Syrian refugee 
crisis and compare sentiments in Turkish and English 
languages [14]. The study found out that sentiments were 
significantly different between these two languages with 
slightly more positive sentiments towards Syrians and 
refugees in Turkish. A content-analysis study was conducted 
of over 100,000 messages in the context of the German 
federal election [22] showed that Twitter is used extensively 
for political deliberation and reflects the election result. 
Another text mining and sentiment analysis on collected 
tweets during a storm in Lebanon, revealed the value of 
social media analysis enhancing the capability to identify 
weak signals, threats and needs, and to manage emergencies 
and safety [16]. Some studies have focused on information 
accuracy of crisis reports contributed by online people [13] 
and the ways in which social media can be used to spread 
rumor, misinformation, gossip and, in extreme cases, 
propaganda [9].  

There are two major strategies for social media data 
mining: one is linkage-based or structure-based, very used in 
Social Network Analysis to study communities and links 
between nodes (actors, persons), and the other is content-
based. The data instance collected from twitter is times-series 
oriented [11]. Analyzing the data pass by a process that 
consists of identifying, extracting, cleaning, analyzing, 
visualizing and interpreting data [6]. In his book about 
“Social Big data mining”, Hiroshi Ishikawa[5], explains the 
bidirectional interaction that exists between data on social 
media, also called “social data (i.e., social media data such as 
Twitter articles and Flickr photos)”, and “physical real-world 
data (i.e., heterogeneous data such as science data, event 
data, and transportation data)”. He suggests analyzing social 
media data and physical world data by relating them to each 
other, in order to reveal mutual interdependencies that in turn 
would produce bigger values. 

B. Ethical issues in social media mining  

The debate generates many concerns and controversies 
about Social media mining [2]. It is becoming very attractive 
and benefic for business, scholars and politics but to make 
sure that this technique is used properly, we need to focus on 
the possible objections to it. Dangers lie in the different ways 
in which privacy is threatened. According to Van Wel & 
Royakkers [23] “the privacy can be violated when 
information concerning an individual is obtained, used, or 
disseminated, especially if this occurs without their 
knowledge or consent.” Effectively, in addition to technical 
data on phones, clothes or food, social media mining 
involves personal data. Around the world, the data is 
collected and resoled to get information about consumers and 
voters [18]. It could come to manipulating behaviors by 
addressing highly targeted messages according to humans’ 
preferences and psychology. Another problem of data mining 

is that, even if the information is taken from public pages, 
they are taking it out of context and people are judged and 
treated as group members rather than individuals [23]. 

Since the introduction of the DPD (Data Protection 
Directive) in 1995, EU is working on public awareness and 
concern over data protection. DPD regulation aims to protect 
personal information from being misused or unnecessarily 
collected. After 20 years, the world has changed 
dramatically, and new data protection laws were needed, 
especially after the Cambridge Analytica’s scandal - 
exploiting Facebook user data during the 2016 US 
presidential election. In early 1996, the EU adopted the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to get more 
control over EU citizen’s personal data that applies 
automatically to all the 28-member states. This regulation 
sets a new global baseline for privacy that require businesses 
to prioritize the protection and privacy of personal data 
belonging to European Union (EU) residents. GDPR protects 
individual’s privacy and gives them ability to delete negative 
information about themselves. 

Social media mining has obviously many benefits when 
ethical considerations are considered as an integrated and 
essential part of the process. It’s the responsibility of web 
miners and users at the same time who should discern what 
to publish and what to keep private. In our study, we are 
fully aware of this legal and ethical issue, that’s why we tried 
to use data responsibly and respect user privacy. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Before Our analysis draws on quantitative data from 
Twitter official accounts of six universities in Lebanon that 
appears in QS ranking results in 2019. We wanted to add the 
Lebanese University, since it is the one and only university 
of the government, but we found out that they didn’t post any 
tweet since May 2019, (5 months before the protests).  

To collect, analyze and visualize data, we used the free 
and open source statistical programming language R for its 
excellent capabilities in statistics, machine learning, and 
graphics and its vast set of libraries categorized by discipline 
and developed by a large and active community. Tweets 
were harvested from Twitter using an in-house script created 
for the purpose using Rstudio - the integrated development 
environment (IDE) for R. Two types of tweets were 
collected: the first set was taken from universities official 
pages timeline and the second one is a set of tweets that 
includes the constantly trending hashtag # ينتفضنان_لب  
(Lebanon_Protests), not related to universities. In addition to 
the base packages, we used specified packages such as 
ArabicStemR for reading Arabic words and ggplot2 for 
visualizing data.  

We downloaded tweets (and their meta-data) for the 
period 17 October to 22 November 2019. 331 tweets were 
founded on universities official timeline during these 36 
days, and around 250000 tweets containing the hashtag 
mentioned above. The data was stored in two separate tables 
of a database: one for universities and one for global tweets. 
Since Twitter allow only 350 requests per hour for registered 
users, and since Twitter only makes the last 6-day tweets 
available to the public, we collected our tweets day by day 
during the period of our study. In order to protect user’s 
identity, we removed from our data every information about 
tweets’ owners. 



IV. FINDINGS 

A. Social media usage in Lebanon during the revolution 

Since the first day of the protests, social networks have 
been flooded with slogans, images and videos about the 
movements and the hashtag #لبنان_ينتفض (Lebanon_Protests) 
was constantly on trending, particularly the first few days 
and on the Independence Day where the number of tweets 
using this hashtag was around 80000 posts.  

 

Fig. 1. Number of tweets using the hashtag #لبنان_ينتفض 

Most of these tweets are written in Arabic and are 
tweeted from Lebanon. The undefined category, in graph 2, 
refers to tweets containing more than one language (e.g. 
Arabic and English) or Arabizi (Arabic written with Latin 
letters).  

 
Fig. 2. Languages used in Tweets 

 

 

Fig. 3. Contribution by country in the Lebanese Revolution Tweets 

Other hashtags emerged along with the ones directly 
referencing the protests. The other hashtags were mainly 
related to current local and regional events. Protesters used 
social media in order to organize, plan protest locations, 
times, rallies and denounce corruption, oppression and 
political figures.  

 
Fig. 4. Word cloud of the most used hashtags  

Here are the most trending topics that we found: 

- Highlighting corruption and oppression: So many 
hashtags were used focusing on Lebanese economic situation 
and statistics that highlight the corruption and condemns the 
proposed general amnesty law, set to be voted upon by the 
Lebanese parliament to curb corruption, tax evasion, money 
laundering and illicit enrichment. Some of these Hashtags are 
(with our translation): يسقط_حكم_المصرف # (Let the bank rule 
fall down), #ما_فيك_تنهب_وتهرب  (You cannot loot and run 
away),  #نازل_اخذ_حقي (going to get my rights back), 
  ,(Down with corrupt judgment) يسقط_حكم_الفاسد#
# داده_استربسسريه_محا (confidence, retribution, recoverment),   
# مليار11مش_بس_  (not only 11 billion),   #لا_للعفو_العام (no for 
general amnesty), #ثوره_سرقها_الزعران (Revolution stolen by 
the corrupted).  

Many hashtags brought into the spotlight the names of 
many politicians involved in corrupted deals. Users reported 
all kind of violence dictatorial oppression of freedom and 
violation of human rights: attacks on protesters resulting in 
men and women being beaten up by the politicians followers, 
burning the Revolution Fist in Martyr’s square, arresting 
protester and even taking five children under 18 from their 
homes by the municipality of their town for allegedly tearing 
down a street poster of the Lebanese president.  

- Women role: In almost all images, posts and videos, 
Lebanese women have played a major role and has been on 
the frontline of the protests. In many occasions, they formed 
a human shield to protect male protestors from riot police. 
The footage of the Lebanese women who kicked an armed 
guard of a minister in the groin went viral since the first days 
of the protests and become the first icon of a fearless 
generation from the elitist government. Also, the image of 
the mother trying to preserve her boy from being arrested 
went viral for many days.  

- Artwork, chants and humor:  Videos of people of all 
ages and religions chanting for revolution, playing patriotic 
songs, singing and dancing in the streets have gone viral on 
Twitter. The baby-shark video, sang by the protesters to calm 
a toddler caught in the midst of a noisy demonstration, 
become a symbol of anti-government demonstrations. 
Videos chanting the “Hela, hela, hela ho” song, offending the 
minister and deputy Gebran Bassil (Gender of the president). 
Another video of a Lebanese woman prepares parsley for 
tabbouleh while waiting for her role in a bank. 

- Soldiers crying: On October 23rd, videos of an 
army member crying, others trying to swallow their tears and 



a protester hugging tight a soldier while in tears were 
circulating massively on Twitter and other social media 
platforms.  

- Protesting activities: Most trending hashtags show 
the main action taken by the demonstrators during the first 
month as: سبت_الساحات# (Saturday of squares),بوسطه_الثوره # 
(The revolution bus) that traveled from north to south to 
unite protesters, احد_الاصرار# (Sunday of determination), 
 students) #ثوره_الطلاب ,(cooker percussion) # قرع_الطناجر
revolution), احد_الوحده# (Sunday of union), السلسله البشريه #  the 
“Lebanese Human Chain” formed across the country along 
coastal roads from north to south on 171 kilometer to 
manifest national unity. 

Many trending hashtags were about closing roads like 
 aiming to close highways ,(Monday of cars) # اثنين_السيارات
with cars while other trending hashtags were against taking 
this actions by protesters: حقك_تتظاهر_والطريق_مفتوح# (it’s 
your right to protest while the road is open), and 
 .(no for closing the roads) #لا_لقطع_الطرقات

- Victims, journalists and cities: The tragic death of 
the protester #علاء_بو_فخر Alaa Bou Fakher, shocked the 
country and the hashtag of his name flooded the social media 
after he has been shot in front of his wife and kids. In 
addition to names of reporters from different TV channels 
being subject to verbal attacks and insults during the 
coverage of the popular demonstrations, especially 
 insulted by the musical composer (Joyce Akiki) جويس_عقيقي#
Samir Sfeir outside Baabda justice palace and Dima Sadek 
 massively insulted by (the whore Dima) ديما_الواطيه#
Hezbollah followers.  

The main cities of the protests were often trending like 
 ,(Tripoli, the bride of the revolution)  طرابلس_عروس_الثوره#
the main roads blocked by protesters:  # ديبجل_ال  (Jal al-Dib), 
نهر  and (Ring bridge) جسر_الرينغ# ,(Zouk Mosbeh) ذوق_مصبح#
 in addition to the presidential city ,(Naher El Kaleb)  الكلب
   .(Baabda) بعبدا#

 

B. Twitter usage by Lebanese universities during the 

protests  

The number of tweets is slightly different between 
universities and somewhat low during the first 36 first days 
of the protests. Note that the first day, the number of Tweets 
by AUB is high. The reason is that posts was not related to 
the demonstrations that began at night. 

  

Fig. 5. Frequency of Tweets aggregated by day 

A large number of tweets were in Arabic while in normal 
days, universities prefer English or French depending on 
their language speaking and teaching.  

 

Fig. 6. Languages used in Tweets 

We divided these tweets into three categories: organic 
(posted by universities), replies (answering questions or 
demands) and retweets (share information from other pages 
and especially from president’s personal accounts). We 
found that the number of replies and retweets is important 
comparing to the organic tweets (around half of total tweets). 
Which means that many persons were commenting and 
reacting.  

  

Fig. 7. Type of tweets  

We noticed that the word Lebanon in Arabic لبنان is the 
most used hashtag by universities. Many of the hashtags in 
graph 8 are related to the situation like the words: 
democracy, Lebanon uprising, and Lebanese protests in 
Arabic.  

 

Fig. 8. Word cloud of the most used hashtags  

In order to better understand this content, we gave a type 
for each tweet. We found out that tweets were either:  replies 
on comments, academic events related to the situation (e.g. a 
cycle of conferences held by a group of teachers form Saint 
Joseph University of Beirut in a tent on martyr’s square and 



sharing knowledge about political, cultural, legal and 
psychological questions), prayers (one of these universities, 
shared only two posts about the situation, in the form of 
prayers for peace and good health for all), messages from the 
president, posts related to the Independence Day (e.g. 
coverage of celebrations on campus or messages of happy 
holidays), Events related to the protests (e.g. providing 1st 
aid services and sharing safety instructions), declarations  to 
announce closing, resuming classes or taking measures to 
help students complete the academic semester and 
announcement or coverage of normal events like conferences 
and finally academic activities.  

 
Fig. 9. Count of tweets by content type 

Using the mean and the boxplot, we notice that tweets in 
accordance with the situation in the country like events 
related to protests, messages from presidents, and 
announcements related to the Independence Day got the 
biggest number of engagements (favorites and retweets) than 
announcements and events related to normal academic year. 
Messages from presidents were the most retweeted posts.  

 

Fig. 10. Favorite content by type (point graph) 

  

Fig. 11. Favorite content by type (boxplot) 

 

Fig. 12. Number of retweets by type 

V. DISCUSSION 

University tweets didn’t match with trending subjects and 
hashtags on Twitter. They did not bounce back on the most 
trending questions, although the academic activities under 
the tents did so, as in the case of the conferences organized 
by the teachers of the Saint-Joseph University of Beirut. 
However, with the exception of the Lebanese university 
which has stopped its activity on twitter since May 17 and 
one university whose activity was limited to praying for the 
security of the country and highlighting the civility, courtesy 
and responsibility of their students protesting inside their 
campus, Universities in Lebanon had a clear position 
supporting the protests, especially through the messages of 
their respective presidents that collected the highest number 
of engagement. Some of them were more present then others. 
On twitter, we collected 24 president messages from five 
universities during the first month of the demonstrations, 
three TV interviews with American University of Beirut 
(AUB) and Saint-Joseph University of Beirut (USJ) 
presidents on CNN, Sky News Arabia and Annahar TV and 
one article in THE_Atlantic.  

Graphs in the previous section shows that universities 
were mainly tweeting to inform their communities about 
administrative decisions. Despite the low number of posts 
showing a social and/or political position related to the 
demonstrations, the engagement was the highest by the 
number of favorites, retweets and comments, which explains 
the high number of replies by community managers. It’s 
important to emphasize that universities position was at a 
general level, so they didn’t mention any trending topic 
related to the daily events of the protests except the most 
trending hashtag for that period #لبنان_ينتفض 
(Lebanon_Protests). 

The biggest and oldest two universities AUB and USJ 
issued an unprecedented joint statement. In five points, the 
two presidents express their encouragement and their support 
to the demonstrations against all kinds of suppress to the 
freedom of speaking. They also charge the army to protect 
the protesters and the authorities to respond to people’s 
“aspirational hopes” and to find solutions to the crisis.  

These presidents take the floor to express their pride and 
to encourage their communities to continue their right 
movements. “I am in awe of your passionate commitment to 
our country. I admire your noble aspirations for a better 
Lebanon. I am proud of your dreams … I applaud your 
determination to bring about peacefully much needed 
change.… I salutate you all for courageously demanding 
respect for the rights of all Lebanese to live honorably in 
their country, …” (cf. message of Lebanese American 
University - LAU president on Twitter, 26 October).  They 
also made announcement of measures taken like suspending 
classes and administrative activities, postponing deadlines, 
creating possibilities for remote teaching, assisting students 
unable to attend their classes, etc. (cf. message of University 
Of Balamand - UOB president on Twitter, 5 and 7 Nov.). 

Presidents explain their supporting position as part of 
their values and mission. “The American University of Beirut 
has done everything possible to meet the high expectations of 
our community in upholding our values and fulfilling our 
mission during these best and worst of times” (Khuri, AUB). 
AUB’s president activities were highly criticized on social 
media which prompted them to issue a statement declaring 



that “AUB does not have a political stance in this turbulent 
time”. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Our analysis is unique in that it is the first documentation 
of the Lebanese Oct 17th protests and the first study of 
Lebanese universities communication on social media during 
a national crisis. Our data collected from Twitter is an 
important source of information for further studies and our 
study complemented assessment tools to execute social big 
data mining.  

Our study has some limitations. We examined the official 
universities accounts while unofficial accounts were very 
engaged. We can mention for example the public Facebook 
group “تجمع أساتذة من USJ” and twitter account “@ProfsUSJ” 
created by the USJ professors supporting the protests and the 
Lebanese University Students Association tweeter account 
“@cP7xmLQKi0Gc4OZ” and Facebook page 
“Lustudents1951”. Furthermore, many hashtags related to 
universities went viral and were not used by official accounts 
like the one created by the union of university teachers, 
 (Lebanese universities are rising up) #) جامعات_لبنان_تنتفض#
and the hashtag created by the Lebanese University Students 
Association #Aal_Jamaa_Mesh_Rayheen 
(#WeAreNotGoingToTheUniversity) to reject the call of the 
president of the Lebanese University to resume studies on 
October 22.  

Finally, our study opens multitude of avenues for 
research on this topic. Most importantly, we suggest that 
future studies be conducted to verify the source of each tweet 
and if there are any “shill” accounts that tweeted to support 
or oppose the protests and certain parties. According to a 
study made by Euronews on accounts tweeting both pro- and 
anti-government hashtags, an automated behavior was found 
on accounts tweeting to support one Lebanese party related 
to government. Furthermore, from the first day, social media 
has been a vital tool for rumors, fake news and propaganda. 
The number of these fake news going from fabricated 
images, videos and voice notes is very important. Lebanese 
army, banks and internet companies released many times, 
statements to deny and give clarifications according this fake 
news on their official websites and twitter accounts. This 
phenomenon deserves to be studied in depth. 
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